
Environmental Sustainability Taskforce (EST) 
City of Winchester, Virginia 

Meeting Minutes 
June 21, 2017 

 
Attendees: 

EST Members Others 
Chad Braun-Duin, Chairman Kevin Carbonnier 

 Kelley Medcalf 
Isaiah Walston  

Mike Neese  
  

  
 
Absent: Tim Koppenhaver, Jen Jenkins 
 
 
On the subject of the Green Expo, the attendees discussed the pros and cons of the 2017 event: 

• Pros: 
o It was agreed that this year’s expo was a good platform from which it can grow. 
o The groundwork is there and some things will not need to change (e.g. logo) 

• Cons: 
o Advertising and outreach is difficult  

 
Other ideas or suggestions were discussed: 

• Start advertising earlier 
• Get citizen groups to come (e.g. Boy Scouts, churches, etc.) 
• Possibly move to downtown on the mall.  Mike Neese will contact Jennifer Bell from the OTDB regarding 

moving the 2018 Green Expo to the downtown mall. 
• Possibly break up the 4 events into different days 

At the next meeting of the EST, the committee will discuss and potentially vote for approval of some of these ideas.  
 
Isaiah Walston agreed to prepare a survey for distribution to the 2017 Green Expo exhibitors/presenters before the next 
meeting.  He will have the EST members review it before sending. 
 
Chairman Braun-Duin will draft up a newsletter before the next meeting. 
 
The committee reviewed the Virginia DEQ’s VEEP program (Virginia Environmental Excellent Program).  Mike Neese 
will make contact with the state for a free VEEP consultation to track the following things within the city yards: 

• Fuel consumption of city vehicles 
• Electricity use in the city yards 
• Natural gas use 
• City refuse and recycling 

Mike will try to include EST in the VEEP consultation meeting if the arrangements work out. 
 
Chairman Braun-Duin will follow-up with Jen Jenkins to make sure the EST admin email account is part of the EST 
group email list. 



 
Comment from Kelley Medcalf: 
Would like to see more than one event from EST per year 
 
Comment from Kevin Carbonnier: 
Would like to hear more about energy usage overall. Chairman Braun-Duin will reach out to Corey McKnight for him to 
present what the city is doing to reduce energy usage in facilities. 
 
The next meeting of the EST is tentatively scheduled for 8/23/2017.  This could change depending on when the VEEP 
consultation happens. 


